Psychiatry's generic concept of disorder has long served an important legitimizing function for the broad array of conditions for which individuals seek mental health treatment, regardless of their presumed causes. Wakefield's proposal to restrict the mental disorder concept to only a subset of these conditions has given rise to concerns about the uncertain consequences of classifying others as non-disorders. In Bergner's recent counterproposal, this concern is masked in the form of a conspicuously overinclusive definition of mental disorder. Bergner's resistance to Wakefield's classification objective underscores an important, unmet, and often unacknowledged need within the clinical treatment community. The challenge ahead lies in finding ways to address this need without compromising the integrity of efforts to develop a more coherent concept of mental disorder.
For most of psychiatry's history the concept of mental disorder seemed like a permanently turbid solution in which clear answers to definitional questions were forever clouded by "a hodgepodge of unscientific opinions, assorted philosophies, and schools of thought" (Ludwig, 1975, p. 203) . Scholars have long agreed in principle that it is necessary to balance issues of scientific fact and social values in defining the boundaries between disorder and non-disorder. For most of the 20 th century, however, psychiatry's efforts to define the concept of mental disorder have been undermined by the absence of a coherent framework for guiding the necessary distinctions. Consequently, discussions about the mental disorder concept often have succumbed to the pessimistic view that judgements of fact and value are inherently fused, as if dissolved into a permanently cloudy solution of ambiguities incapable of clarification.
It was to a more hopeful image of psychiatry's turbid solution that Joseph Zubin turned almost twenty years ago in reflecting on the elusive question of how to define mental disorder. Zubin's image was one in which distinctions between fact and value had not passed into solution but would eventually settle, just as layers of homogenous sediment often separate from the fluid in which they are suspended.
Because the boundaries between disorder and non-disorder must be constructed on the shifting sands of scientific knowledge and social values, definitional questions must be revisited periodically on the basis of new experiences, ideas, values, and data, much like "... clearing turbid solutions by pouring them continually from one glass to the other" (Zubin, 1978, p. 3) .
Although Zubin's analogy seemed more hopeful than promising at the time, psychiatry's turbid solution has indeed begun to settle in recent years. Through advances in developmental psychopathology, neuroscience, and evolutionary biology, distinctions between fact and value have begun to separate in the once-cloudy mental disorder solution (Cicchetti & Richters, 1993; Richters & Cicchetti, 1993a , 1993b Wakefield, 1992a Wakefield, , 1992b . The separation is still far from complete. But its clarifying effect has already Turbid Solution ... 2 stimulated considerable optimism in psychiatry and psychology over the possibility that a coherent, credible, and defensible framework for discriminating between disorders and non-disorders might be finally within reach. As Zubin envisioned, psychiatry now seems poised to revisit its turbid solution with the aid of new questions, insights, and perspectives.
Wakefield's Proposal
Much of the newly emerging dialogue has been stimulated and framed by the recent writings of Jerome Wakefield. In a series of influential articles, Wakefield has argued that distinctions between scientific facts and social values can be recognized and justified through the contemporary lens of evolutionary biology. Moreover, building on a critical analysis of earlier contributions by Klein, Spitzer, and others, Wakefield has proposed an overarching, hybrid, harmful dysfunction concept of disorder for harnessing these distinctions: "A condition is a disorder if and only if (a) the condition causes some harm or deprivation of benefit to the person as judged by the standards of the person's culture ... , and (b) the condition results from the inability of some internal mechanism to perform its natural function, wherein a natural function is an effect that is part of the evolutionary explanation of the existence and structure of the mechanism." (Wakefield, 1992b, p. 384) . Although the harmful dysfunction framework defines internal mechanisms broadly to include all naturally selected functions and processes of the brain, it imposes no requirement to identify or assess them at an anatomical or physiological level (Wakefield, 1992b) . Internal mechanisms may be postulated in psychological or biological terms, conceptualized at different levels of abstraction, and indexed through direct or indirect means, based on theoretical considerations.
The scientific burden of making such judgments is likely to be particularly challenging in the case of mental disorders. Identifying dysfunction-based conditions requires scientific knowledge or theory about the natural mechanisms in question and about the functions they serve. It also requires a sound theoretical basis for discriminating between conditions that stem from capacity deficits -or failures -of naturally Turbid Solution ... 3 selected mechanisms, and those that stem instead from production deficits of intact mechanisms.
Contemporary theories of developmental psychopathology often conceptualize important causal processes not in terms of specific internal mechanisms and structures, but in theoretical space -often through interactions between influences both within and outside the individual.
It remains to be seen whether and how these complexities can be incorporated into Wakefield's harmful dysfunction definition of mental disorder. At present, however, the harmful dysfunction framework provides a coherent scientific and conceptual foundation for recognizing, clarifying and grappling with the difficult issues ahead. Thus, it is the framework's heuristic power, rather than any consensus about its ultimate viability for defining mental disorders, that has stimulated renewed interest and optimism. In contrast to Szasz, who summoned psychiatry in the 1960s to answer his charge that mental illness is a myth (Szasz, 1960 ), Wakefield's bid is in the form of an open invitation for constructive dialogue.
Bergner's Counterproposal
In his recent contribution to the emerging dialogue, Raymond Bergner argues for rejecting In Bergner's view, the superiority of this definition accrues from two advantages over competing proposals. First, he argues that it successfully discriminates between consensus cases of psychopathology and consensus non-cases. Second, he believes that it accomplishes Wakefield's goal of identifying individuals with functional impairments or disabilities without requiring knowledge of the specific internal mechanisms responsible. Yet, Ossario's definition not only fails on both counts, but in rather obvious and consequential ways.
In one direction, it fails to discriminate between individuals with pathological disabilities -those stemming from dysfunctions in internal mechanisms -and disabilities stemming from nonpathological deficits in knowledge, skill, value, motivation, and sometimes even situational factors. Absent the necessary conceptual moorings, Bergner's definition of disorder necessarily floats adrift in the same sea of ambiguities as the DSM-IV definition. The vague concept of disability on which it relies is so flexible that it can accommodate almost any problem of living for which individuals seek professional help.
Consequently, Bergner's proposal hovers dangerously close to defining mental disorder as whatever the clinician treats. 
Psychiatry's Persistent Preference
Despite the timing and contemporary character of Bergner's proposed definition, the overinclusiveness problem to which it falls victim is an oddly familiar one. Psychiatry's prior attempts to establish a defensible concept of mental disorder also have routinely ended in definitions beset by significant, consequential, and conspicuous problems of overinclusiveness. Moreover, most weaknesses, like those in the Ossario-Bergner proposal, are not particularly complex, subtle or difficult to grasp. They can often be revealed through a straightfortward consideration of diagnostic decisions that would result from employing a given definition in the general population.
In his recent review of the definition-of-disorder literature, Wakefield approached the overinclusiveness problems of commonly proposed definitions as errors in reasoning (Wakefield, 1992a; 1992b) . Although this is a valuable heuristic for understanding the consequences of definitional Turbid Solution ... 6 weaknesses, it does not follow that those weaknesses are caused by errors in reasoning. Moreover, it stretches credulity to believe that such simple, easily avoided errors in reasoning would be so unresponsive over the years to the corrective efforts of critics. A more coherent and serviceable interpretation in our view is that the persistence of the overinclusiveness problem stems from a longstanding preference in clinical treatment community for a broadly defined concept of disorder.
Traditionally, the concept of mental disorder has been used in the mental health community as a generic reference to the conditions for which individuals seek professional help. Only a subset of these conditions, however, are believed by most clinicians to stem from underlying dysfunctions in natural mechanisms within individuals. Others are more commonly viewed as syndromes of cognitive, emotional, and social maladjustment which, although associated with significant levels of suffering and functioning impairment, do not necessarily arise from internal dysfunctions in the strict Wakefieldian sense. In addition to marital, family, and other relationship adjustment problems, there are likely to be non-dysfunction-based forms of many conditions currently classified in the DSM-IV as major mental disorders. For much of psychiatry's history, however, the practice of referring to all such conditions as mental disorders regardless of their presumed causes served an important legitimizing function both for the activities of the profession and for the conditions themselves.
In light of this tradition, there is an obvious basis for legitimate concern about the potential consequences of adopting a more restrictive, dysfunction-based definition of mental disorder such as Wakefield's. In a dichotomous world of disorders and non-disorders what would be the fate individuals who suffer from newly defined non-disorder conditions? Would they be afforded less access to mental health treatment and services? Would they be denied third-party reimbursement for those services?
Would the conditions from which they suffer receive a lower priority in research, public health, and public policy considerations?
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Despite the significance of these questions, they have not been addressed in definition-of-disorder dialogue. Most discussions have focused only on issues directly relevant to the specific task of how to distinguish between dysfunction-and non-dysfunction-based conditions. Rarely has this dialogue acknowledged the existence let alone legitimacy of the sizable population of individuals who may suffer from the kinds of non-dysfunction-based conditions that would be reclassified as non-disorders. As a conceptual matter, the issues relevant to justifying and defining the dysfunction/non-dysfunction distinction are independent of those concerning its possible consequences. Thus, there has been no formal need to broaden the discussion. As a practical matter, however, this inattention and silence has reinforced not only concerns about the consequences of adopting a narrower distinction but silence about those concerns as well. Rather than risk the potential consequences of reclassifying important clinical conditions as non-disorders, many in the clinical community have chosen to defend its more traditional, broadly defined concept of disorder. Because this agenda has remained in the background, however, participants in the definition-of-disorder debate have often talked past each other at cross purposes, robbing the dialogue of coherence and undermining its constructive potential.
Reconcilable Differences?
Once this background agenda is realized, the contrast between the Wakefield and Ossario/Bergner definitions can be understood as reflecting fundamentally different classification objectives. Wakefield's definition is explicitly designed to classify as mental disorders only those conditions of suffering that stem from underlying dysfunctions or disabilities, regardless of whether individuals with those disorders seek clinical treatment. Bergner's definition, however, is more consistent with the broader classification objective of encompassing the full array of conditions -dysfunction-and non-dysfunction-based -for which individuals seek mental health treatment. Moreover, in contrast to Wakefield, Bergner is concerned primarily about the population of individuals who seek treatment. health community. This once-understandable tradition, however, has not only outlived its usefulness but now works against the very interests it once served. The coherence and credibility of scientific, public health, public policy, and clinical discourse concerning issues of mental health and illness requires a conceptually sound, defensible concept of disorder (Richters, 1996; Richters & Cicchetti, 1993a , 1993b Wakefield, 1992a Wakefield, , 1992b .
Although Bergner's proposed definition should be rejected as a call to the past, it would be a terrible mistake to ignore or underestimate the legitimate clinical need from which it stems. Psychiatry's generic use of the term "disorder" has long served an important legitimizing function for the broad array of conditions for which individuals seek mental health treatment. Importantly, many of these conditions are not believed by most clinicians to arise from failures in naturally selected internal mechanisms.
Therefore, a newly defined, dysfunction-based concept of mental disorder would result in reclassifying these conditions as -and assigning them to the uncertain fate of -non-disorders. In the absence of a replacement classification system that acknowledges and legitimizes the clinical, public health, and scientific importance of these conditions, there will be a natural, continuing resistance within the 
